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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Cohesive Teams that Improve and Thrive in ambiguity and chaos Prevent, Shape, and Win in a Complex WorldComplex future – the right leaders can handle / solve anythingHD throughout AOC – Not Separate* Ink Spots out there * New Approach:  HD CDID – COE Synch HD CDTF HD Council – ARCIC, CAC, M&RA, HDDA G-Staff,  Process: Institutional AWA
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Improve and Thrive in 
Ambiguity

Optimize Human 
Performance

F2025B Human Dimension
Two Key Concepts

For the Army to continue to win in a complex world, we must …
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Cohesive Teams that Improve and Thrive in ambiguity and chaos Past: Reacted to and were Comfortable with ambiguity Future: Cohesive Teams that Improve and Thrive in ambiguity and chaos Investment & Innovation: Education, Training, and Leader DevelopmentSECDEF’s new Innovation Off-set Strategy:“it will focus on our most important asset – our people – by pursuing both time-honored leadership development practices, as well as emerging opportunities to re-imagine how we develop…leaders.---Secretary Chuck Hagel, 15 Nov 2014
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LTC Hal Moore, Battalion Commander, 1-7 Cavalry
Interview during the battle of Ia Drang Valley, Nov 1965

The Human Dimension of War
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#

Complex Environment

4

• Adversary
- Rapidly Adapts 
- Native to Ambiguous Environment
- Translates Commercial Innovation 
into Military Advantage

• Information - Diffuses Rapidly

Megacities Video
4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We no longer have an enemy order of battle to plan and design the force against.  We have no idea where the next threat will emerge.  But we know it will emerge rapidly and adapt to every capability that we develop. For the first time in history we must design the Army to face an enemy that can rapidly adapt to exploit our weaknesses and avoid our strengths.  Enemy – Native to Ambiguous Environment Enemy – Translates commercial innovation into military advantage (ISIL, Malaysian airline shot down over Ukraine) ex. UAS Information – Diffuses rapidly to a global audience Societal Expectations: Soldiers – expert choosing IF to use force, not just how Our equipment & technology can’t keep up with this uncertainty, only our people can
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The “Basics” Then The “Basics” Now

Shoot - Effectively Engage Targets
- Accuracy and precision
- Hit targets with iron sights

- Increasing importance of discriminate Fires
- More complex Rules of Engagement
- Employ optics/ night vision

Move - Squad/Platoon Battle Drills
- Situational awareness derived 
from a map
- Company AO may include 
several grid squares
- Operate in difficult terrain

- Dispersed, independent movements
- Situational awareness derived from a COP 
(common operating picture)
- Company AO may include multiple districts 
and villages
- Operate among the people in complex 
societies in any terrain

Communicate - FM Radio Procedures
- Military to military

- Voice and Digital networks
- Host nation, media, Interagency
- Cultural awareness, negotiations, social 
media

Physical 
Fitness

- Basic physical conditioning - Total Fitness (physical, mental, social, 
resilience)

Discipline - Do the right thing when no one 
is watching

- Do the right thing as the whole world is 
watching

LTC Creighton W. Abrams, Jr.
Commander

37th Tank Battalion
4th Armored Division

Battle of the Bulge, WWII

Warfare Then and Now...
COL Robert B. Abrams

Commander, 
1st Brigade Combat Team

1st Cavalry Division 
Op Iraqi Freedom in 2003-051945 2014

The “Basics” have evolved over 
time, growing more complex

The cognitive 
and social 

demands on the 
Soldier have a 

greater potential 
for strategic 

impact than ever 
before.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentValue to pause – Look Back“Basics” Then & NowSoldier Kit: WWI: $200, Now: $25KShoot: Engage well defined enemy to discriminate fires, complex ROE Move:  PLT Battle Drills/Central to dispersed independent movement Area size / Map to COP, Large Front Among people in complex terrain / megacities Discipline: We used to demand Soldiers to do the right thing with no one watching, now they must do the right thing with the whole world watching.  The basics have evolved and grown more complex over time
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The cognitive demands on the Soldier grow more important as strategic 
uncertainty grows.

A Hedge Against Uncertainty

To prepare for an uncertain future, the Army must optimize the performance 
of every Soldier and leader through innovation and investment in education, 

training, and leader development.

Doctrine

Thrives in uncertainty…

Empowered 
by Mission Command… 

Training

Leadership & Education

Resilient

Committed 

Critical Thinker

Adaptive

Agile 

Innovative

Competent

Empowered

Total Fitness 

Strategic Uncertainty
Clear and 
Present 
Threats

Amorphous and 
Ambiguous 

ThreatsNorth Korea

China

ISIL
Criminal
NetworksRussia

Iran Cyber threats
Homeland 
Security 

The Army’s Hedge 
Against Uncertainty:

Cohesive teams of 
Army Professionals 

that thrive in 
conditions of 

uncertainty and chaos.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex Environment For known threats like North Korea, our existing technology has great value dealing with the military threat. (i.e. bunker busting rockets) Example: A MLRS was designed with a max range of 32 km so that it could strike the Soviet Reg Arty Group (RAG) based on its doctrinal template. How do you design a weapon to deal with ISIL’s doctrinal template? For the unknown (ISIL, Cyber), the material solutions are far less valuable.  We fill the gap with agile and adaptive leaders who are not just comfortable but improve and thrive in ambiguity and chaos.  Army’s Hedge: Cohesive Team of Army Professionals that Thrive in conditions of uncertainty and chaos  This hedge against uncertainty requires investment & innovation: Education, Training, and Leader Development 
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Army Profession
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This sketch describes our approach to the human dimension The three ellipses describe the key components of the Human Dimension Concept outlined in TRADOC Pam 525-3-7: Cognitive, Physical, and Social The inner ring describes the WAYS that allow us to ‘optimize human potential’ by focusing effort simultaneously at the individual, team, and institutional level. The outer ring describes the cultural pre-conditions that must exist in the Army for our strategy to be successful. The Army must be imbued with a climate of professionalism enabled by the philosophy of mission command. Quick review of Key Lines of Effort and Endstate Importance of the Army Profession, Leader Development, and Physical Supremacy  Actions: First time HD CDID; HD CDTF; HD Council Processes Specific changes thru Army Warfighting Challenges (AWFC) + F2025B Process  and the Institutional AWA
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F2025B Human Dimension
Campaign Objectives

CAC
(HD Lead)

Continuous 
Assessment through 
F2025 Maneuvers and 

Institutional Army 
Warfighting 

Assessments (IAWA)

CAC Lead 
Integrator
Director, 
MCCOE

End

Optimize 
Human 

Performance

Endstate

Army leaders are 
trusted 

professionals of 
character who 
demonstrate 

comprehensive 
improvement of 

knowledge, skills, 
and attributes in 

education, training, 
and experience to 

optimize and 
sustain an 

individual’s ability 
to succeed at any 
assigned mission 

as part of a trusted 
team..

LOE#1: Campaign Objective 

CAC Lead 
Integrator

DCG, 
CAC-T

ARCIC
(Force 2025B)

Ways Human Dimension 
Council

Cognitive Dominance 

Realistic Training

Institutional Agility 

CAC Lead 
Integrator

DCG 
CAC-E

Overall HD
Integration

LOE #2

LOE #3

LOE #1

Cross-
cutting 

Concepts

By 2025, the Army has the tools and capacity to optimize 
the performance of every Soldier and Civilian in the Total 

Force.

LOE#2: Campaign Objective 

LOE#3: Campaign Objective 

By 2025, the Army implements a realistic training strategy 
that replicates the complex future operating environment.  

This strategy progressively builds cohesive teams that can 
thrive and improve in conditions of uncertainty and chaos. 

By 2025, Army institutions are able to adjust rapidly to 
changing requirements in the operating environment 

allowing them to field integrated DOTMLPF –P solutions 
to emerging problems in advance of need. 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on the individual is not enough. Soldiers fight as part of cohesive teams and are empowered by effective institutions that train, deploy, and equip them. Successful human performance optimization must involve simultaneous and integrated efforts focused at the individual, team, and institution. To describe this effort, we have organized the activities of human performance optimization along three broad lines of effort: establish cognitive dominance, execute realistic training, and drive institutional agility. Each of these lines of effort cut across all CAC subordinate organizations ensuring integration of effort across the organization rather than LOE stove-piping.  This is an operational approach, not an organizational synch matrix.  The lead integrators are responsible for ensuring the effective integration of all of these activities into a unified effort.
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Realistic Training in a
Complex World

Current Army home-station training is not realistic, demanding, nor challenging
enough to properly prepare our forces to improve and thrive in ambiguity and chaos.

Training Reality

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Basics Have Changed:-- Used to go to a range just shoot the target-- Now we need to use discriminating fires---need to train this in simulation as part of marksmanship training  and include in our weapons qualification standardsCoach Chip Kelly – adding complexity to football  – How do we develop a “Coach Chip Kelly approach to Army Training?”Realistic TrainingMust enable decision making in a complex environment -- The Fog of War….too little information (past) vs -- Finding the needle in the Hay Stack amongst too much information (now/future)Prepare RAF and leverage teams that will improve and thrive in ambiguity and chaosSynthetic Training Environment that utilizes technology to increase complexity in training:-- Simulations can support preparing to operate in a MegaCity-- Medical simulations that replicate combat trauma-- Intelligent tutors that support leaders with art and science of command-- Simulators that integrate directly into combat vehicles (reduce CCTT like overhead)-- Simulations that allow units to train in varied terrain (Train for mountains at FT Stewart)Home-station Training constraints can be mitigated by simulations: (UAS feeds, multiple Intelligence feeds, JIIM partners)
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What are the next evolutionary steps for training in 2025?

World Class 
OPFOR

Professional 
OC/Ts

Realistic Performance
Feedback

High-fidelity 
Instrumentation

Replicating 
Complexity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What works well at CTCs:CTCs allow for more complexity than currently available at home-station trainingIt takes a network to defeat a networkTriad of Professional OCTs, World Class OPFOR, and High-fidelity instrumentation enhance unit readiness and leader developmentResponsive Operations Group allows for scenario development that supports unique RAF training requirements (OEF, Iraq, Africa, Ebola, Balkans, etc)Innovation will allow for greater complexity and effectiveness:-- Interactive take home packages supported by Simulations for follow-on HST exercises (GEN Wallace)-- Increase scale of operations (REFORGER size rotations conducted in STE)-- Future environment experimentation, MegaCity, Sub-Terreranean-- Increase the level of cooperation and collaboration (JIIM, NATO)
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U.S. Army Combined Arms Center and Fort Leavenworth

''We cannot expect to capture the imagination of combat-seasoned forces that 
have been in some of the most complex environments imaginable for almost a decade 
by sitting them in a classroom and bludgeoning them with PowerPoint slides. We must 
make the 'scrimmage' as hard as the 'game' in both the institutional schoolhouse and 
at home station.''

-- General Martin E. Dempsey
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The comprehensive improvement of knowledge, skills, and attributes to optimize and 
sustain an individual’s ability to succeed at any assigned mission as part of a trusted team.

Past

“Big 5”, Training Revolution
Bridge to AirLand Battle 

Experience, Training, and Education 
Bridge to F2025 

“I believe the Army should be the experts, the best in the world at optimizing human performance.”
-- General Raymond T. Odierno

Future

DOTMLPF DOTMLPF

The Known: 
Complicated but not Complex

The Unknown:
Complicated and Complex

Optimize Human Dimension
Realistic Training

Education
Global Landpower Network

Mission Command 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentOptimize Human PerformanceComprehensive improvement of knowledge, skills, and attributes to optimize and sustain an individual’s ability to succeed at any assigned mission as part of a trusted teamLed by Training & Leader Development (Education, Experience, Training)
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“To subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill.”
-- Sun Tzu

A position of intellectual advantage over a situation or adversary that fosters agility over 
adaptation, facilitating the ability to anticipate change before it occurs. 

Education (Army University)

Complex Training 
(Numerous Reports, 

Moral Dilemmas)

All Intelligence Sources

EisenhowerMarshall

Conner

Mentorship
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentCognitive DominanceA position of intellectual advantage over a situation or adversary that fosters agility over adaptation, facilitating the ability to anticipate change before it occursRole of Mentorship, Education & Realistic Training 
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The ability to prepare regionally aligned forces and leverage teams that will dominate 
against future complex global threats and challenges.

Moore Vuono

“Demanding training, accomplished to standard today, is one of the best investments we can 
make in the Army of tomorrow."

-- General (R) Carl Vuono

Wallace

Training Reality

Current Army training 
is not realistic, 
demanding, nor 

challenging enough to 
properly prepare our 

forces to improve and 
thrive in ambiguity 

and chaos.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentRealistic TrainingPrepare RAF and leverage teams that will dominate versus complex threats/challengesOutcomes-based TrainingAdaptive Soldier Leader Training Education (ASLTE)Repetition – Varying Conditions  
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The ability to anticipate changing conditions in stride, lead through innovation, and 
develop crucial capabilities in advance of need. 

“Going forward, the force that you lead will have to be more agile than the one I currently lead… 
We’ll have to embrace change, not just accept it or riskier elements.”

-- General Martin E. Dempsey

Pioneering 21st Century Education and 
Leader Development Programs

DePuyAbrams

Dempsey

15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentInstitutional AgilityGEN Abrams served as the CSA for two years but established the direction that the Army would move in over the next twenty years culminating in Operation Desert Storm.  He was successful because he could see the future need and express how the institution would meet that need in clear, simple language.  He had three clear priorities: Instill discipline across the force, Generate physical and mental toughness, and Train to fight and win outnumbered. Every corporal in the Army knew these were the Chief's priorities. The ability to anticipate changing conditions in stride, lead through innovation, and develop crucial capabilities in advance of need. The Army requires leaders who embrace changeExample: 101st pre-deployment exercise rapidly adapted to address Ebola threat.
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Human Dimension
Growing Importance

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Warfare has always been and will always be most demanding activity common to man. But if you look at the experience of warfare for the common Soldier, it is clear that some things have changed profoundly in the last several decades.  Wars were once fought by conscript Soldiers who were drilled in rote repetition of basic tasks. Today we expect the most basic fighting man or woman to be a master of cultural awareness, rules of engagement, communication networks, and regional issues. Warfare used to be about killing the man in front of you before he killed you.  An infantry squad leader today is simultaneously a Soldier, diplomat, anthropologist, development expert, and spokesman. Not only have the demands changed but the strategic consequences of mistakes have grown as almost any public event can be broadcast to a global audience – “strategic corporal.  We used to demand Soldiers to do the right thing with no one watching (discipline), now they must do the right thing with the whole world watching. 
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AMERICA’S ARMY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mosul, Iraq is a city of nearly two million people whose streets are regularly packed with the ubiquitous orange and white taxi cabs common to the Middle East.  In 2004, al Qaida operators within the city sought to intimidate locals by rigging taxi cabs with explosives and driving them into local markets and schools. A young American company commander, realizing that he could never search every cab in the city, went to the local taxi cab union and asked them to do something unusual. He asked them to remove their trunk lids.  The next day they started to do so and al Qaida responded by beheading one cab driver as an example. The company commander went back to the cab union and asked what they wanted to do.  The cab drivers union decided that they would not be intimated and they accelerated their trunk removals. Within days, thousands of cabs patrolled the city without their trunk lids as a display of public defiance against al Qaida intimidation.	Where did this company commander gather the wisdom and intuition to turn a brutal intimidation campaign into a brilliant and culturally appropriate display of public defiance against the enemy? That intangible ability to assess a situation and immediately develop an innovative solution that is immediately appropriate for the moment best describes the "it" that we are looking for in agile and adaptive combat leaders of the future. It is the essence of what we call 'cognitive dominance'.
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Changes in the Environment

Threat organization: Many potential adversaries are 
native to an ambiguous environment and remain 
indistinguishable from protected populations.

Technology: Adversaries can rapidly translate 
commercial innovation into military advantage.

Information: Information diffuses rapidly to a global 
audience leading to unexpected, emergent behaviors in 
societies.

Societal Expectations: Society increasingly 
demands Soldiers and leaders to be expert at choosing 
if to use violence, not just how. 

“In the struggle for survival, the 
fittest win out at the expense of 
their rivals because they adapt 
themselves best to their 
environment.” 

-- Charles Darwin

Problem Statement: The Nation faces a more complex and ambiguous threat 
environment than ever before. For the first time in history, we must design the 
Army to face an enemy that can rapidly adapt to exploit our weaknesses and 
avoid our strengths.

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex EnvironmentProblem: Complex – Ambiguous, Enemy = Rapid Adapt Threat – Native to ambiguous environment Info – Diffuses rapidly Tech – Commercial to military use Societal Expectations Soldiers – expert choosing if to use force, not just how
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Realities of the Future Operating Environment:
1. Future adversaries can and will be able to 

rapidly adapt to avoid our strengths and 
exploit weakness.

2. Equipment and technology alone cannot keep 
up with the rapid changes in the contemporary 
environment, but our people can.

Why the Human Dimension?

Quantitative Edge: Concept to defeat 
Nazis in 1940s (Rainbow Plans)

Technological Edge: Concept to defeat 
Soviets in 1970s (Big 5 & AirLand Battle)

Human Edge: Concept to face an 
uncertain future

Rationale: 
Where previous Army Transformations have 
focused on establishing a quantitative or 
technological edge over adversaries, the future 
demands the addition of a decisive cognitive 
edge and a focus on the ‘human dimension of 
combat power.’

Quantitative 
Dimension

Human
Dimension

Technological
Dimension

Combat 
Power

Dimensions of Combat Power

In addition to continued investment in modernization and force structure, 
the Army must build cohesive teams of Army Professionals that thrive in 

conditions of ambiguity and chaos.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 Key Concepts: Optimizing Human Performance & Prevail in a Complex Environment Adversaries = Rapidly AdaptEquipment & Tech cant keep up, People canPast: Quantitative or Tech Edge    Powell DoctrineFuture: demands decisive cognitive edgeMust continue to invest in modernization & force structure* Hedge = Cohesive Teams of Professionals – Thrive in uncertainty 
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Human Dimension 
Operational Approach

CAC
(HD Lead)

Continuous 
Assessment through 
F2025 Maneuvers and 

Institutional Army 
Warfighting 

Assessments (IAWA)

CAC Lead 
Integrator
Director, 
MCCOE

End

Optimize 
Human 

Performance

Endstate

Army leaders are 
trusted 

professionals of 
character who 
demonstrate 

comprehensive 
improvement of 

knowledge, skills, 
and attributes in 

education, training, 
and experience to 

optimize and 
sustain an 

individual’s ability 
to succeed at any 
assigned mission 

as part of a trusted 
team..

Means
Immediate (Now-2016)
• Training Enterprise
• Army Profession
• Army Training Network
• Home Station Trng
• Training Eval and Assess.
• ASLTE (Outcomes Based)
• Total Fitness

Near-Term (2016-2020)
• Integrated Trng Environment
• Training Info Infrastructure
• Army Distributed Courses
• DL on Mobile Devices
• Intelligent Tutoring
• Synthetic Tng Capability
• Learning Science Research

Mid-Term (2020-2025)
• Synthetic Trng Env
• Army Tactical Eng Sims
• Enh. Augmented Reality
• Intelligent tutoring
• Advanced Intel Analysis

Means
Immediate (Now-2016)
• Army University
• Army Leadership Inst (Ph 1)
• CSF2/ACEP
• Performance Triad
• Sustainment Unit One Stop
• Talent Management

(Leader Assessment)

Near-Term (2016-2020)
• Army Leadership Inst (Ph 2-3)
• Resiliency
• RAF Training & Intel Support
• Culture & Regional Expertise
• Tactical Engagement (Culture & 
Negotiations)
• Leader Language Requirements

Mid-Term (2020-2025)
• Global Landpower 
Network

Means
Immediate (Now-2016)
• Army University
• Army Logistics University
• Living Doctrine (Ph 1)
• Soldier Cert. and Credit

Near-Term (2016-2020)
• Talent Management

(Personnel and Education)
• Living Doctrine (Ph 2)
• Force 2025 Maneuvers
• Force 2025 BOD Processes

Mid-Term (2020-2025)
• Talent Management

(DOPMA Reform)
• Cloud Learning
• Force 2025 Maneuvers
• Force 2025 BOD Processes

CAC Lead 
Integrator

DCG, 
CAC-T

ARCIC
(Force 2025B)

Ways Human Dimension 
Council

Cognitive Dominance 

Realistic Training

Institutional Agility 

CAC Lead 
Integrator

DCG 
CAC-E

Overall HD
Integration

Ta
le

nt
M

an
ag

em
en

t

LOE #2

LOE #3

LOE #1

Cross-
cutting 

Concepts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on the individual is not enough. Soldiers fight as part of cohesive teams and are empowered by effective institutions that train, deploy, and equip them. Successful human performance optimization must involve simultaneous and integrated efforts focused at the individual, team, and institution. To describe this effort, we have organized the activities of human performance optimization along three broad lines of effort: establish cognitive dominance, execute realistic training, and drive institutional agility. Each of these lines of effort cut across all CAC subordinate organizations ensuring integration of effort across the organization rather than LOE stove-piping.  This is an operational approach, not an organizational synch matrix.  The lead integrators are responsible for ensuring the effective integration of all of these activities into a unified effort.
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A Unifying Concept for the 
Future

AirLand Battle:
Fight outnumbered, and win

Unified Land Operations:
Win in a complex world

21
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AMERICA’S ARMY
OUR PROFESSION – LIVING THE ARMY ETHIC Questions

U.S. Army Combined Arms Center and Fort Leavenworth

''We must make the 'scrimmage' as hard as the 'game' in both the institutional 
schoolhouse and at home station.''

-- General Martin E. Dempsey
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